Birthday Cards
Nine of Clubs:
Cosmic Consciousness
Characteristics: If the Nine of Clubs do not let
greed spoil their spiritual character, they do
well in business, especially their own.
Successful Diamond suit business people
often help in their business and financial goals.
Honesty and moral values are their life
challenges. They are frequently mixed up with
others who are lacking in these areas, and this
can drag them down. They are here to remain
on a philosophy that will guide them on the
difficulties in life and to comprehend and focus
their mental power. Those who have this Birth
Card know connections and revelations about
life itself and the truth behind the appearances
on Earth. Expanded consciousness is the
nature of the Nine of Clubs. Their revelations
emanate occasionally when the Nine of Clubs
person lets go of their attachment to some of
their bias, ideas and concepts. Individuals of
this Birth Card need to let go of a lot of
negative mental habits collected from previous
lives if they are to contact their inherent power. It can be a card of negative thoughts.
Some reach the very highest form of recognition via their work and provide knowledge
to the world. There are those, however, who are unable to do this. Sexuality is a part
of this cards nature too. A highly sensuous aspect with strong love drives is created
by the Queen of Clubs Karma Card and Two of Hearts in Venus. Their great
accomplishments could be wasted if their sensuality is allowed to take over. Ending a
major cycle in their soul’s development is why the Nine of Clubs is here. This is a
completion that ought to see them sharing their store of knowledge with the world.
Debts are to be paid, particularly to Queen of Clubs people as well to their own
relatives, but upon paying these debts, they can continue with their cosmic
assignment of enlightening others.
Relationships: Husbands of the Diamond suit frequently give lots of money to the
Clubs women who have a special karma with them. A lot of them marry such a man at
some time in their lives and this can be seen in their King in Jupiter, which is a symbol
for him. Many men and women alike are fated to be with the Six of Hearts Birth Card,
which has a particular karmic connection with the Nine of Clubs. They have high ideas
of love and can be extremely romantic. Reality, however, frequently dashes this
fantasy of love and their misplaced desires and dreams. Suffering is the result. Loving
and sexual people are found among the Nine of Clubs. Love affairs are attractive to

the Two of Hearts as Venus tells us and they actually favor romance over marriage.
They view marriage more as a responsibility and obligation than something to desire
for its own sake. Extramarital affairs might result from this or some choose to just be
single in order to freely pursue they own goals. They are also very devoted to their
children. As they become aware of responsibilities they are fated to experience one or
more very difficult relationships involving a true partnership. One significant love
separation or divorce will likely alter their lives.
Personality Connections: Heart women are attracted to the male Nine of Clubs.
Diamond and Spade men often marry Nine of Clubs women. Spade males are a
constant problem, but Diamond men often have something to give them.
Confrontations: The cards in their Life Path and their Karma Cards reveal their
secret even though nothing else does. Primary is the Two of Hearts in Venus. The
significance of the Two of Hearts helps us realize some of this. Highly significant is the
Venus-Neptune card residing in the Life Spread. The highest expression of Venus is
in the sign of Pisces. Venus represents love, marriage and sensuality. It is almost
worshiped by astrologers. Piscean love is the highest expression of love symbolizing
selflessness and universality. Leonardo DiCaprio, Demi Moore, Jack Nicholson, Al
Pacino and other stars have this special card and some Nine of Clubs celebrities are
among sexiest actors and actresses in Hollywood.

